
Boar Horse tracks the development of the earliest 
silver coins of the Corieltavi, c.60 BC-AD 10, and 
catalogues 123 types and sub types. Every coin is 
described in detail, with a guide to its rarity. Every 
coin is clearly illustrated by crisp enlarged drawings to 
make identification simple. Boar Horse is a pioneering 
book, easy to read and a joy to behold. Essential for 
anyone interested in the ancient history, ancient art 
or numismatics of the East Midlands. “One of the most 
beautiful, fascinating and complex coinages of the British 
Iron Age has finally received the attention it deserves” says 
Dr Philip de Jersey. “This superbly illustrated catalogue 
is the ideal handbook to guide collectors through the maze 
of types and varieties, many previously unpublished” says 
Dr John Sills, Boar Horse has 80 fact-packed pages, 230 
coin drawings and 37 other illustrations. Only £15 plus 
postage direct from Chris Rudd.

230 enlarged drawings make identificaion easy.
Rich Type 7a, Crown Proto Boar.

25 enlarged coin photos reveal remarkable details of
Iron Age symbolism. Rich Type 10a, Two-Pellet Proto Boar.

Rothwell Boar bronze figurine. The Collection, Lincoln Museum.
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tel: 01263 735 707Maps and other illustrations 
bring the Boar Horse story 

to life, as never before.

The first-ever catalogue
of Lincolnshire’s first silver coins

To: SANDRA MATTHEWS, CHRIS RUDD LTD, PO BOX 1500, NORWICH NR10 5WS.
Tel 01263 735 707    Email sandra@celticcoins.com

Yes please, Sandra! Send me Boar Horse with its 80 fact-packed pages and 
230 enlarged coin drawings and 37 other illustrations.

Only £15 + postage and packing:                £3 UK         £6 Europe          £6.50 rest of world          

I wish to pay by credit/debit card - please 
contact me for my details. 
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I enclose a cheque for   £               made 
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Chris Rudd is a member of the 
British Numismatic Trade Association 
and the International Association of 
Professional Numismatists. 
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Boar Horse

A comprehensive catalogue of uninscribed silver coins minted inA comprehensive catalogue of uninscribed silver coins minted in  
Lincolnshire c.60 BC-AD 10 by the Corieltavi (Lincolnshire c.60 BC-AD 10 by the Corieltavi (‘‘army of the broad lanarmy of the broad landd’’)), , 
first recorded people of the East Midlands. Enlarged drawings and detailedfirst recorded people of the East Midlands. Enlarged drawings and detailed
descriptions of 123 coin types and sub types make identification easy.descriptions of 123 coin types and sub types make identification easy.
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The first of 123 remarkable coins in the long-running Boar Horse series, 
the earliest silver coins minted in Lincolnshire, struck by tribal rulers 

50-100 years before the Roman invasion of AD 43 when wild boars still 
roamed the Lincolnshire Wolds. Rich Type 1a, Serpent Proto Boar.

Roman denarius of C.Hosidius 
Geta, 68 BC, prototype of 

Corieltavian boar horse coins
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Matthew Rich enriches our understanding of the first silver coins of the East 
Midlands. He also enriches our enjoyment of them. Boar Horse tracks the 
development of the earliest silver coins of the Corieltavi, die by die, drawing 
by drawing, with captivating clarity. Archaeologists, numismatists, collectors 
and Celtic art lovers will bless its author for decades to come.

“Matthew Rich is to be congratulated for shining new light on the Boar Horse 
silver of the Corieltavi: one of the most beautiful, fascinating and complex 
coinages of the British Iron Age has finally received the attention it deserves. 
His clear diagrams will be particularly useful for all of us who have struggled 
to understand this complicated series.”    DR PHILIP DE JERSEY

“The rich and varied early silver coinage of the Corieltavi is one of the most 
neglected fields of Celtic numismatics. This thorough and superbly illustrated 
catalogue is the ideal handbook to guide collectors through the maze of types 
and varieties, many previously unpublished.”                         DR JOHN SILLS
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 Roman prototype A Early period B Early period C Early period

 D Intermediate E Intermediate F Middle period G Middle period

How stylised images of the Corieltavian boar developed over time
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